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LETTER TO TIIE EDITOR 
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Abstract There is an abnormal enhancement of the N6el temperature (TN 2 21 K) 
and spin-disorder resistivity beyond that expected on lhe basis of de Gennes scaling in 
PrCuzSil. While the electric quadrupole alignment is known lo be the driving force 
for lhe moderate breakdown of Uiis scaling in homologous heavy rareeanh members, 
such a mechanism is not applicable to PrCu2Sis. Contrary to the behaviour in heavy 
r a x  earths, there is no distinct anomaly in the temperaturedependent lattice mnstank 
in this compound as if the electlic quadrupole moment of Pr is quenched. Thus, this 
compound is shown to exhibit novel magnetic and quadrupolar behaviour. 

The tendency of the 4f orbital to exhibit some degree of extended character at the 
beginning of the rare-earth (R) series is known to cause anomalies in the magnetic 
properties of cerium intermetallic compounds. However, very little attention has 
been paid to looking for such effects in intermetallics based on PI. In this article, we 
demonstrate a unique magnetic behaviour of the compound PrCu,Si,, crystallizing in 
the ThCr,Si, structure [l]. We bring out further novel aspects with respect to the Pr 
4f electric quadrupole moment in this compound. 

According to the well known de Gcnnes scaling, which assumes that the exchange 
interaction strength does not vary in a given series, thc magnetic ordering temperature 
for Gd should be the highest in a given R series. However, some of the Ce compounds 
are known to disobey this rule due to strong 4f hybridization. For the compound 
PrCu,Si,, the observed ratio of the Nkel temperature (TN) of PI (TN N 21 K) to that 
of Gd (TN N 13 K) [l] is the largest, even when compared with such enhancement 
ratios (< 1.0) for the Ce ion in any series of compounds. Thc value for PI should 
be at least 20 times smaller than that of Gd, according to de Gennes scaling. It 
may be pointed out that the TN-values for the heav  rare-earth members of this 
series are moderately larger than that predicted by this scaling behaviour, and the 
electric quadrupole alignmcnt with decreasing temperature has been proposed to be 
the driving force for this deviation in these rare-earth alloys (21. In this article, 
we explore whether this explanation can be offered for the anomalous enhancement 
of TN in PrCu,Si,. For this purpose, we have investigated this system by studying 
several pseudoternaly solid solutions based on PrCu,Si, by electrical resistivity ( p )  
and magnetic susceptibility (x) measurements. With the knowledge of the lattice 
constant data (31, we conclude that the origin of the breakdown of de Gennes scaling 
is not the same as that proposed [2] (quadrupole alignment) for the heavy rare-earth 
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members of this series, thereby suggesting the unique magnetic behaviour of this 
compound. In fact, there is a quenching of the 4f quadrupole moment for PrCu,Si,, 
as indicated by the lattice constants. Thus, we show the existence of novel magnetic 
and quadrupolar anomalies in PrCu,Si. 

The pseudo-ternary alloys we have investigated are: Pr,-,La,Cu,Si, (x = 0.0, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, OS), Pr,-,Y,Cu,Si, (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8), Pr,-,Gd,Cu,Si, (z 
= 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) and PrCu,-,Ni,Si, (x = 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 1.75 
and 20). The alloys GdCu,-,Ni,Si, (+ = 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 20) were also 
investigated for the sake of comparison. The experimental data (2-330 K) have been 
published by us previously [4, 51 and we present only those results that are relevant 
for our discussion. 

Before we discuss the enhancement of TN in Pr with that in other heavy rare- 
earth members of this series, we demonstrate that the indirect exchange interaction 
(Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida mechanism, m y )  is still responsible for mediating 
abnormally strong magnetic ordering in Pr, rather than, for instance, superexchange. 
For this purpose, we show the values of NLel temperature for some series of alloys 
in figure 1. It is obvious (see figure 1) that TN for the La-substituted specimens 
scales with the concentration of Pr ions. Such a scaling of TN with x is expected 
for a situation where the coupling between the localized moments is mediated by 
conduction electrons (m mechanism). No other mechanism can explain such 
a scaling of TN with Pr concentration. In particular, a superexchange mechanism is 
expected to lead to a much faster depression of TN with the dilution of magnetic ions, 
as, e.g., observed in the case of PrBa,Cu,O, [CL&?]. The dipolar mechanism cannot 
lead to the enhanced value of TN either. That the RKKY mechanism is operative 
in controlling the magnetism in PrCu,Si, is further supported by the similar T,, 
variation with x in PrCu,-,Ni,Si, and GdCu,-,Ni,Sh. In both the series of alloys, 
TN initially decreases with the replacement of Cu by Ni (up to about x = 0.4) and 
then increases for higher values of x. This non-monotonic dependence of TN on x 
presumably results from the variations in the band structure caused by the changes 
in the conduction electron concentration. 

X 
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Y 

o Gd Cu,-, Ni, Si; 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 

Figurt L ?he N&l temperalure as a function of 
mmposilion in Ule pudotemary alloyx based on 
PrCu2Si2 and GdCulSiz. ?he tines through Ihe 

X poinu sewe as guides 10 the eye. 
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We will now show that the observed enhancement of TN of PrCu,Si, over its 
de Gennes scaled value (about 0.7 K) cannot be consistently understood within the 
framework of the ideas proposed for heavy rare-earth members [2]. It was argued [2] 
that the excess resistivity for heavy rare earths at high temperatures contains major 
contributions from the aspherical Coulomb contribution from the thermally fluctuating 
electric quadrupoles. When the quadrupole alignment sets in at low temperatures, 
magnetic ordering is energetically favoured, thereby giving rise to the enhancement of 
TN. The lattice also responds to the quadrupole alignment [9] by a volume-conserving 
anomaly in the c /a  ratio [3, lo]. It was shown [2] that all the measured quantities- 
the enhancements of TN over the de Gennes scaled value, psd, the low temperature 
c / a  anomaly and the Saturated magnetostriction measured at a low temperature- 
scale with each other. We therefore look for this scaling in PrCu,Si, to prove our 
point. 

In order to derive the values of pad, we carefully analyse the resistivity data [4] 
for Pr,-,Gd,Cu,Si, alloys along the lines followed in [2]. psd (6.9 pR cm) for 
PrCu,Si, is much larger than that noted for GdCu,Si, (5.3 @R cm), whereas de 
Gennes scaling yields a value less than 0.25 pR cm for PrCu,Si,. This experimentul 
finding LF very unusual. In order to see whether psd and TN track each other, we 
plot the values of TN and psd in figure 2 as a function of I in thii solid solution; 
for the sake of clarity, psd and TN for GdCu,Si, are chosen to coincide in this 
plot. Considering that x, p and heat capacity data show the features due to magnetic 
ordering at slightly different temperatures [4, SI, the absolute error in TN is estimated 
to be &1 K, although the variations of TN as a function of 2 from any one of the 
three experimental methods is much less than 0.5 K The error on psd is less than 
10.3 gR cm. Within these experimental errors, we can confidentIy state that TN 
and ps,, track each other. The observed ratio of pd (in units of @Cl cm) to TN (in 
units of K), 0.34.35, is in good agreement with that noted for heavy rare earths, 
as if the same mechanism-quadrupole alignment--controls the enhancement of TN 
throughout the series including PrCu,Si,. 

However, the temperature dependence of the lattice constant behaviour reported 
in the literature [3, 101 is in total contradiction with the existence of any quadrupole 
alignment in PrCu,Si,. The heavy rare earths exhibit a significant increase of c and 
a decrease of a below 100 K as a consequence of a quadrupole alignment in the 
field gradient of non-cubic RCu,Si2. On the basis of the scaling, if the enhanced 
values of TN and psd truly represent the size of the quadrupolar effects, the largest 
anomalies in c and a are expected to be below 100 K for PrCu,Si,, in the event 
of a quadrupole alignment. Instead it is found that the temperature dependence of 
the lattice constants in PrCu,Si, is practically the same as that in GdCu,Si, down to 
4.2 K [3], without any significant deviations from that due to thermal contraction. The 
value of the Saturated magnetostriction [3, 111 (measured down to 4.2 K) for Pr ions 
doped in YCu,Si, is small, consistent with the magnitude of the c/a anomaly. These 
experimental observations imply that the quadrupole moment is quenched down to 
low temperatures. Therefore, the origin of the breakdown of de GeMes scaling of 
TN and p,, in PrCu,Si, cannot lie in an alignment of the 4f electric quadrupole in 
the field gradient of the non-cubic Pr site. The cause of this anomaly is, therefore, 
conceptually different from that in heavy rare-earth members of this series, in spite 
of the fact that the magnetic coupling between Ihe rare-earth ions is brought out by the 
Same nlechanism (m lype) throughout fhe entire series; this baffling finding makes 
this compound a novel one. However, the scaling between the WO quantities, T., 
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and psd (see figure 2), is expected on the basis of de Gennes scaling also, bur w'th 
an enhanced value for rhe erchange kiegral J (by a facior of about 5). This unusual 
enhancement of J may result from the spatial overlap of the radially extended Pr 4f 
orbital with the valence band of neighbouring atoms [12]. 

X 

I I I I 1 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Lo 

X 
Figure 2 The N&I temperature (T,) and spin- 
disorder reristivily ( p e d )  as a funnion of mmposi- 
lion in Prl-,Gd,CuzSiz alloys. The lines lhrough 
the dala poinls are guides lo the eye. The values 
of T, in the corresponding Y-based series are also 
shown by tiangles. 

Figure 3. The Niel temperature normalized to the 
cancentration of Pr ions as a function of unit-cell 
wlume for the alloys Prl- ,RCuzSiz (R = la 
and 9. A line is drawn through h e  p i n n  as a 
guide to the eye. 

From the above it is clear that, in the compound under discussion, the quadrupole 
moment is apparently absent, although the Pr ion, with aspherical charge distribu- 
tion, is h o w n  to exhibit a large quadrupole moment, the free-ion value of which is 
comparable to those of some of the heavy rare-earth ions [13]. We speculate that 
the apparent diminishing of the quadrupole moment is due to the screening of the 
radially extended Pr 4f charge cloud by outer shells [I41 (quadrupolar Kondo ef- 
fect? 1151) or non-thermal quadrupole fluctuations; these fluctuations can arise from 
the mixing of the higher-lying crystal-field levels (associated with different electric 
quadrupole moments) into the ground state due to enhanced 4f hybridization 3s a 
result of 4f spatial overlap [12]. It is worth pointing out that the electric quadrupolar 
Kondo effect for De, ,  is proposed to be responsible for the heavy-electron anomaly 
[15]. We speculate that this phenomcnon causes the heavy-fermion-like heat capacity 
anomaly [4] in PrCu,Si, also. 

An observation we make, which is interesting in its own right, is that there is 
a positive pressure effect on the value of TN, without any noticeable effect arising 
from the negative pressure. 'E demonstrate this, we show the values normalized to Pr 
concentration in Pr,-,La,Cu,Si, and Pr,-,Y,Cu,Si, alloys as a function of unit-cell 
volume in figure 3. Since the ionic radii of Y and Gd are very close to each other, 
Y and Gd substitutions yield similar values of TN, as marked also in figurc 2 It is 
clcar from these data that the unit-cell volume reduction caused by YiGd substitution 
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results in a noticeable decrease of the Nee1 temperature, while the same magnitude 
of expansion caused by La substitution does not alter the normalized value of TN. 
While the positive pressure dependence is hown to result from the spin Kondo effect 
in Ce systems, such an effect does not seem to be responsible for this depression of 
TN in PrCu,Si2. We rule out the existence of spin Kondo effect in PrCu,Si, on the 
following grounds. 

(i) As a signature of the existence of spin compensation effects in Ce systems, a 
logarithmic increase of the 4f part of the resistivity with decreasing temperature is 
always observable above TN [16]. However, there is no evidence for such effects in 
the 4fderived resistivity in any of the Pr alloys under investigation even in the dilute 
limit [4]. Instead, d p / d t  is positive down to TN 141. 

(ii) The magnetic moment in the magnetically ordered state should be considerably 
quenched due to the spin-compensation effects compared to the theoretically expected 
value, as demonstrated in the literature for Ce systems. On the other hand the 
magnetic moment at 4.2 K in PrCu,Si, as determined by neutron diffraction studies 
[I] is 25 pB. The theoretical value for the fully degenerate state of trivalent Pr 
ion is 3.2 p B .  The experimentally observed valuc is very large, considering that the 
theoretical value for the crystal-field-split ground state should be much smaller than 
3.2 pB. 

(iii) The magnitude, compared to the d u e  of TN, and the sign of the Curie-Weiss 
temperature should be large and negative respectively in the presence of a strong spin 
Kondo effect. However, in the Pr alloys under investigation, its value is very small 
(< 5 K) and the sign is positive in many alloys. Hence the spin Kondo effect is 
not the main source of the nonmagnetic tendency in PrCu,Si,. We believe that the 
quadrupolar fluctuations in quenching magnetism may also play a dominant role for 
the compression (i.e., with increasing hybridization strength [14, 15]), although the 
pressure dependence of the strength of crystal-field effects I171 can also contribute to 
this behaviour. 

To conclude, the magnetic and the electric quadrupolar properties of PrCu,Si, are 
novel when compared with those in the heavy rare-earth members of this series. In 
the rare-earth literature, while the spin-compensation (otherwise called spin Kondo) 
effect is vely well known [IS], pssible quenching of the electric quadrupolar moment 
and its consequences for the solid state properties have not been thoroughly explored. 
We hope that the fmdings for PrCu,Si,-the absence of a spin Kondo effect and the 
apparent quenching of the quadrupolar moment-will motivate future investigations 
looking for similar materials, which may eventually lead to new aspects of rare-earth 
physics. 

We thank R Vijayaraghavan for his s u p p o ~ ,  D Wohlleben for constructive discussions 
and encouragement, W Schlabitz for supplying the temperature-dependent lattice 
constant data for PrCu,Si,, and H R Krishnamurthy for bringing [U] to our attention. 
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